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CHANGING THE PACE OF SPACE 
Leveraging small spacecraft and responsive launch to rapidly expand space capabilities at dramatically lower costs 

Rapid Leap from Lab to Orbit 
Commercial suborbital and orbital test 
capabilities de risking technology for future 
missions. Technology moves from lab to orbit
in <9 months. 

Responsive deep 
space access 

On-Demand Missions Beyond Earth 
Targeted measurements of Moon, Mars, Venus, and the

asteroid belt in response to events and opportunities.
Capabilities are competitive with traditional systems but

developed for <$30M in <3 years. 
Sustained deep space presence 

Commercial lunar activity 
In-situ resource extraction 
and utilization 

Expanded space commerce 
On-orbit manufacturing, assembly, 
and inspection 

Unparalleled Sensing
Capabilities 

Unprecedented Deep Space Infrastructure 
Modular communications, navigation, and mission support that
provides full coverage of Moon and Mars. Each node costs 
<$20M to build and deliver to space. 

Networked spacecraft providing
multi kilometer synthetic apertures 
and massive sensor webs of 30 to 
100 spacecraft. Each node costs 
<$10M to build and deliver to 
space. 

NOT ALL ACTIVITIES DEPICTED ARE CURRENTLY FUNDED OR APPROVED. DEPICTS “NOTIONAL FUTURE” TO GUIDE TECHNOLOGY VISION 



          

    
                    

                      

     
                

    

       
                      

              

     
                         

                

        
                 

      
                          

            

      
                

        

          

CHANGING THE PACE OF SPACE: Envisioned Future For Small Spacecraft Technology 

High dV Small Spacecraft Propulsion Systems 
Low size, weight, power, and cost (SWaP-C) systems capable of imparting 2-5+ km/s change in velocity (dV) to microsatellites. Highly manufacturable and compatible with the 
deep space environment. ► Small missions to the Moon, Lagrange Points, NEOs and beyond as well as plane changes and more responsive missions in Earth orbit. 

Deep Space Orbital Maneuvering Vehicles (OMVs) 
OMVs capable of 10+ km/s dV and providing position, navigation, and timing (PNT) services and communications relay to deployed spacecraft or hosted payloads. Affordable and 
demonstrated in the deep space environment. ► Expansion of small risk-tolerant missions further beyond Earth and the ability to reach multiple destinations from a single launch. 

In-Space Autonomy for Small Spacecraft and Distributed Systems 
Significant (~75%) reduction in ground station aperture time for single small spacecraft missions. Increased in-space autonomy that allows 10’s of small spacecraft to operate as a 
single unit beyond Earth. ► Large distributed missions (e.g., heliophysics) and missions in Earth-orbiting or beyond that can react without ground stations in the loop. 

Small Spacecraft Communications and PNT Services 
Small spacecraft that can be deployed to the Moon and other deep space destinations to provide global PNT and communications relay infrastructure. ► Addresses future strain
on terrestrially-based capabilities (e.g., tracking) caused by concurrent cislunar missions and global surface missions where direct communications with Earth is not feasible. 

Interoperable Networking for Small Missions 
Increased interoperability between government and commercial space networks. Operational interoperability protocols that help pair the NASA DTN and LunaNet with the Hybrid 
Space Architecture. ► Ubiquitous communication between in-space assets, airborne systems, in-situ sensors, and ground assets as well as networking in cislunar space. 

Small Spacecraft Proximity Operations and Abort Systems 
De-risked low size, weight, power and cost (SWaP-C) proximity sensors and reliable proximity abort systems. ► Reduced risk in use of small satellites in close proximity to high 
value assets (e.g., for servicing / inspection) and for small missions to natural targets like NEOs. 

Responsive Access to Suborbital and Orbital Space 
Additional suborbital vehicle performance and payload accommodations for technology testing (e.g., payloads hosted on recoverable orbital launch vehicle stages and hosted 
orbital payloads). ► Rapid advancement of capabilities requires frequent risk-tolerant opportunities to test and evaluate in an operational environment. 

NOT ALL ACTIVITIES DEPICTED ARE CURRENTLY FUNDED OR APPROVED. DEPICTS “NOTIONAL FUTURE” TO GUIDE TECHNOLOGY VISION 



        
        

         

     
          

    

     
 

   

  

       
       

         

     

WITH SMALL SPACECRAFT 

The Small Spacecraft Technology program expands the ability to execute unique 
missions through rapid development and demonstration of capabilities for small 
spacecraft applicable to exploration, science and the commercial space sector. 

THROUGH SUBORBITAL FLIGHT 
The Flight Opportunities program rapidly demonstrates promising technologies for 
space exploration, discovery, and the expansion of space commerce through 
suborbital testing with industry flight providers. 

LEVERAGING SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATIONS 

The Small Business Innovation Research and Small Business Technology Transfer 
programs empower small businesses to image, build, and utilize revolutionary 
technologies to drive NASA and the national economy to reach new heights. 

SBIR includes a Topic Area for Small 
Spacecraft Technology Development 



  SPACE TECH STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK 
techport.nasa.gov/framework 

WWW.NASA.GOV/SPACETECH 

www.nasa.gov/smallspacecraft 
www.nasa.gov/flightopportunities 

www.nasa.gov/flightopportunities
www.nasa.gov/smallspacecraft
WWW.NASA.GOV/SPACETECH
https://techport.nasa.gov/framework



